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Introduction

Between 1978 and 1985, each Wednesday or Thursday evening, a few singers and I gathered in New
York City first at St. Peter’s Lutheran Church at Citicorp and later on at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church in
Greenwich Village. We quickly practiced chants carefully looked at beforehand, and sang the Introits,
Graduals, Alleluias, Offertories with Verses, and Communions in a proportional rhythm that hadn’t
been heard in liturgical Masses for about 1,000 years. The Citicorp “world premieres” were a thrill. Texts
were sung in homemade English translations, but melodic integrity was carefully maintained. Usually, I
had just a week to transcribe the Propers for each Mass, and the scores that resulted were often inky and
far from neat-looking—but Alex Blachly, Pat Mason, and Eric Mentzel did bravely and beautifully.

Sets of Mass Propers for Sundays and major feasts were thus newly transcribed, most of them from
MS Laon 239, circa 930, whose first page is pictured actual size on our title page. Neumes in 10th-
century manuscripts indicated melodic shapes and rhythms, though not pitch-intervals; these had to be
gotten from later sources called “diastematic” (Latin, “having intervals”)—in our case from the faithful
12th-century Graz 807, the early 11th-century H-159 Montpellier, and the very conservative 14th-
century Thomaskirche Graduale, which Bach knew and quoted.

Neume, from the Greek meaning “breath,” is the name given to the linear shapes visible over most of
the syllables of the text overleaf:  “AAAAAd te levavi animam meam; deus meus in te confido non erubescam.”
Each breath-like shape indicates one, two, or several notes. This particular neumatic notational type is
called “Metz”; it is very early and known for its clarity. The diastematic Graz 807 is in a later Metz
notation, with neumes clearly written upon lines and spaces; an example is given on page 290.
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Laon 239 is what you might call a sweetheart, and this book’s a song in its honor. It was a joy to hold
239 in my hands in September 1986 at the Bibliothèque Municipale during a week’s stay in Laon. An
early præcentor at Laon Cathedral had held its modest size in one hand while conducting the schola
cantorum with the other. The early Metz neumes directly pictured the very shapes in air to be made by
his hand to elicit singing! While an occasional neume may be faint (as over te in the opening Ad te
levavi), usually longs and shorts in 2:1 proportion are easily read in clear Metz notation.

The present book contains music of chant Mass Propers in English for Sundays & major feasts of
the liturgical year, all that have been found among papers kept from 40 years; with them are the Latin
Propers I transcribed for concerts and commercial recordings. All are very slightly reduced from scores
used by the Schola Antiqua for study & performing, and they’re a right size for the reader to sing or
conduct from. The book is of course in draft form: at 86, I’ll not have  time or energy for revisions. But
what’s evident is a beginning, for others, and there’s very much of beauty: Now notes & rhythm are
conjoined as they originally were meant to be in melodies lovely, powerful, dramatic, sublime. Integral
melodies need the chance of being heard again, to move us. And it’s just possible that there are more
proportional-rhythm chant melodies gathered herein than anywhere else, with most from Laon 239.

A few basics. The notation is founded on modern neumatic notation given us by history and popu-
larized by Solesmes’ publications. We’ve made long notes black and short notes white, and these are in
2:1 proportion, with the long being the ordinary length (the equivalent of our quarter-note). A subtle
sign at the beginning of each four-line staff shows where you’re to sing pitches: two tiny black notes
embracing a line tell us the line represents do; a sign of three tiny notes before a line shows fa. A chant
piece may, of course, be “pitched” at any comfortable level. Some notes or neumes indicating ornaments
are strangely shaped: the purposes of some are easily discernible, others not so. After many rehearsals
the Schola decided that the neume with the Latinate name quilisma, meaning “to roll off,” is best sung as
an inverted triplet occupying the space of a short. Our long or short nueme with a diagonal through it
indicates a “bending through” the next note. Letters are present, too—among them t=tene, “hold,” c=celeriter,
“quickly,” and a=auge, “lengthen into”; non=negative (e.g., nt=”don’t hold”).These are rhythmic nuances,
not strictly measurable. In all matters, research and practice were handmaids to one another. (Those
who wish to delve further might look at pages 12–16 of Rhythm in Western Sacred Music Before the
Mid-Twelfth Century, which also contains in score many complete chants, two 12th-century music-
dramas, and examples of very early polyphony; it is freely downloadable at www.ScholaAntiqua.net. )

A brief note concerning two melodic types or “dialects,” French and German. Our ears are more used
to the French, following the many publications by the Abbey of Solesmes. Aesthetically I prefer the
German. Its melodies seem older, with a primitive stress on fa and do; and they do not seem to have the
need to flat a ti that isn’t immediatly resolved by do—and this can result in surprisingly new, freshly
melodic views. For pitches, then, I’ve relied whenever possible on the late-Metz notated Graz 807.

Above the towering Missa solemnis, Beethoven had written “From the heart, may it reach the heart.”
                R. John Blackley, Lexington, Virginia
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Sacred Art in Secular Time
There are advantages to being born into & believing in a mythos. There are major disadvantages, like
being tied to moral requirements that don’t really make sense and that we later have to grow out of, even
though it means questioning the whole system. Nonetheless, we’ll have tasted the beauty of an ancient
worldview, learned how to sift grain from chaff, and how to approach basic questions with a little less
fear. And we acquired a taste for invisible ideals, on some of which we still depend.

So the teachings of the rabbi Jesus and others like him are real to  very many of us—as are, in similar
fashion, the ideals of our country’s Declaration of Independence and Constitution.

Back in New York City, decades ago, we sang weekly Masses not necessarily as believers but as appre-
ciators of Poetry in music & texts. Masses were sung through the liturgical year to celebrate a mythos of
the rabbi Jesus in history & mystically, from the beginnings of Advent through the reaches of Pentecost.

A distinction can be made between religious and sacred. One comes from the Latin verb religo, “to bind
fast,” implying a strong tie between an individual and an institution or set of beliefs. Sacred, from the
Latin adjective sacra, describes something set aside as special or for a special purpose.

The teacher Herakleitos said, “All things are filled with gods.” In his view, every thing was sacred, set
aside as special. Composer, writer, singer, dancer, architect, conductor, painter, sculptor, all of us, have
during our lives encountered a multitude of things we held deeply & sacredly; these lodged inside, below
the level of awareness. At a certain point they coalesce to form mousiké, what we might call Poetry,  the
core of every work of fine art and of every human life: Eructavit cor meum verbum bonum, “My heart has
belched forth a good word.”

Paul in his letters to Ephesians and Colossians formed a mythos of the rabbi Jesus and ourselves embrac-
ing and embodying all of creation. Its birth in eternity is celebrated in an Entrance-Song at Christmas
Midnight (page 31): “The Lord said to my Lord: You are my child, I begot you this day.”

A liturgical year can celebrate growth-cycles from deep core through underground and overground
blooming, to greeness, countries, and to the feminine moon—as in a drawing mailed to Barbara Lachman
(editor hereof ) by a very dear artist-friend who lived and taught in Puerto Rico, Mary Ann Mackinnon.
Our gathering from the past is dedicated to her memory.
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The 1st Sunday in Advent
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For comparison:

....
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A necessary note concerning proportional-rhythm Psalm-tones, such as those used after the Communion
antiphon on the next page. Each syllable receives the length of a long (which may be divided into two shorts).
Each change in a  reciting note, whether upward or downward, is indicated by an underlining of the syllable
being sung. That underline does not indicate a textual accent.  As an example, take a look inside the first half
of verse 1:  GRANTed TO this LAND of THINE:  all the notes are longs; normal accents are given to the
syllables here capitalized, while the note is changed on the syllable that is underlined.
     —Be careful not to rush reciting-notes: they are longs. Failure to treat them as such in the singing of
Psalms in the Office was one of the causes of the decline of proportional rhythm & the rise of equalist.
     Proportional-rhythm Psalmody is different from that of equalist-rhythm, because every word of the
sacred poetry is afforded the importance it deserves.

The two or three notes that introduce a Psalm are sung only at the start of the opening verse; thereafter,
each verse begins on the reciting note. (In the case of Canticles, the introductorty notes are sung for each
verse, as in the Canticle of Simeon on page 462.)
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Time out for an excursus. The Latin for “Lord,” domine, is used constantly throughout the liturgy,
and frequently it is assigned the melody shown in the first example above, taken from the
graduale MS Laon 239 (dating from c. 930), on which the Schola Antiqua relies heavily.

Publications by the monks of the Abbey of Solesmes have understood the neumes or notes
to be of basically equal length (except at endings), as shown in the second example.

The Dutch Jesuit Jan W. A. Vollaerts, some theorists before him, and the Schola interpret
the neumes mensurally—longs and shorts freely arranged in 2:1 proportion, with the long as
the ordinary duration. The long can have the shape of a conductor’s hand very briefly motionless
in air, holding, like an inverted swallow; or, if it is higher than what precedes it, then a graceful
diagonal length (like a twig or slim branch). And so, in the first example, the note or neume over
the first syllable, do, is a long; over the second syllable, mi, there are two shorts and a long ascend-
ing, then two shorts descending, followed by an ascendent long; the final syllable, ne, is sung in
two longs descending. The actual pitches have to be drawn from later diastematic manuscripts
that match the configuration of neumes in the neumatic manuscripts. I have tried to pull this all
together in the third example, wherein the ordinary long note is black and the short is white.
The tiny vertical lines, ictus [idea stolen from Solesmes, with apologies], indicate how the words
themselves in their own accents are readily and naturally entrusted to the melodies—how, in
fact, the words determine the accentual patterns of the music.

After several years working in New York City law offices to support my musical habits,
lawyerly-type thinking enabled a musical insight:

If each syllable of a text is given a musical length that is long
enough to be able to be divided, then the accentual pattern of
the text will determine the accentual pattern of the music.

(And this holds good whether the accentual pattern of the original verbal text is by weight or by
duration.) It is because of this principle that, as we will see on the next page, proportional
rhythm chant can be translated into just about any Western language…

In the 20th century, Solesmes scholars decided that differences in shapes in the neumes
found in 10th-century liturgical manuscripts, such as in our first example, should be interpreted
as nuances, shadings of time. Their approach is called “semiological,” and studies by Dom Eugène
Cardine and others determined what neumes indicated what nuancing. Dutchman Chris F. J.
Hakkennes brilliantly hand-wrote and published his Graduale Lagal (The Hague, 1984), incor-
porating these theories; an instance is given in the fourth example above. —I saw & heard in
The Netherlands a small schola sing the chant Requiem Propers; it was as if each note were being
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micromanaged, and a sense of long musical line was noticeably absent. By comparison, the
simplicity of proportional-rhythm chant is very conducive to a beautiful horizontal line, has
clear bases in the writings of medieval theorists,* and is easily shared from one conductor/choir
to another. It can even be shared from the language of one country to that of another!

Here is the Communion for the Third Sunday after Epiphany—first in MS Laon 239, then
in the Schola’s transcription, finally in English, Italian, Spanish, German, and French. Reciting
notes have been added or subtracted, or neumes reasonably divided, but the melody is intact.

*Detailed in Jan W. A. Vollaerts Rhythmic Proportions in Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Chant (Leiden: Brill, 1960, pp. 161–210). See also “Gregorian
Rhythm in the Gregorian Centuries: The Literary Evidence” by Dom Gregory Murray. Bath: Downside Abbey, 1958.
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The 2nd Sunday in Advent
(Communion draft only)

The 3rd Sunday in Advent
(missing)

The Eight Great O Antiphons
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Eight “Great O” Magnificat Antiphons,
from the Hartker Antiphonale (c. 1000)
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The 4th Sunday in Advent
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Note. Exceptions to Laon 239 are due to its being partially incompatible with
Graz 807; in these cases, MS St. Gall 359  (c. 900) seemed helpful.
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December 25th

Christmas

The Introits for the three ChristMasses musically tell related views…
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Midnight Christmas
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The 13 pages that follow contain behind-the-scene Worksheets for the five Propers of Midnight
Christmas. On almost all of these pages, line 1 gives the Metz-notated neumes from Laon 239 (c.
930); line 3 gives the later Metz neumes from Graz 807 (12th century); in combining the rhythm &
melodic configuraton of line 1 with the melodic pitches of line 3, I got line 2, which I wrote in a modi-
fied modern chant notation. Where lines 1 and 3 don’t seem to fit together, choices could be taken
from line 4, which gives melodic differences in the 14th-century late Metz Thomaskirche Graduale, or
from line 5, giving melodic differences in the 13th-century French-notation H-159 Montpellier.
     As time wore on and energy wore down, accent became placed mainly on 239 and 807, with refer-
ences made to other manuscripts only as necessary.
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Worksheets for the Five Propers of Midnight Christmas

LLaon 239Laon 239,  folio 8v neumes…
line #1:

# 2:

# 3:
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The Alleluia V/. Dominus dixit ad me is only indicated by incipit in Laon 239 at f. 8v. In the two pages
that follow, it seems I used for proportional rhythm not only 239 (cf. the similar V/. Ostende at  f. 83v),
but as well St. Gall 359 (c. 900) and Einsiedeln 121 (end of 10th century). Melodic pitches for a final
melisma somehow reference the Liber usualis.
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Præcentor/præcentrix: Here, before the close of these Worksheets, is a fit space to tell you how, with “homemade
English translations,” I could replace the original chant Latin texts “while melodic integrity was carefully main-
tained.” Three possible adjustments might suitably manage this: dropping a reciting-tone (or repeated note); or
adding such; or dividing a complex neume that had been used for one syllable so as to accommodate two syllables.
     All the music herein has been computer-copied from the sheets of music used by the singers. Where writing or
neumes or texts was visually unclear, I tried to correct it gently by hand. Portions given to be sung by cantor or
soloist are generous, because I sense in the chant a real continuing influence of the Hebrew cantor.
     There surely is much room for improvements in the English translations. I did use an old style throughout, with
Ronald Knox’s Psalm translations for verses at Introits and Communions. The Proper texts are essentially from
the Old Testament, and a worldview that depended upon King and Judge and the Annointed One seems more in
accord with an old-type style. Handily and correctly, Do-mi-ne becomes A-do-nai. Neumes and even relative pitches
need checking, and the Neume Chart that closes this book needs re-thinking. I hope there will be someone or some
ones who will revise what is begun here (and preferably with recompense for intensive labor).

     It is ideal when theory and practice are communicating each with the other. Transcriptions are best done by
those who both sing & conduct and enjoy studying minute neumatic details & problems—all this while making
sure that the horizontal musical line of each song is their main musical concern. For that is where Poetry lies.
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Christmas at Dawn
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Præcentor/præcentrix: This Introit is wholly different, dramatic. Light bursts this day upon our world (hodie is in
liturgical time, which is not chronologically correct but always present—even this day). Clear-cut names are then
assigned to the Light: all-wonderful, the God, the prince of peace, father of future ages. And the cujus regni non erit
finis ties the knot, yet further tightened in the words of Psalm 92.
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A Note Concerning Neume-Shape and Letters
The neumes at left are taken from the Offertory for Christmas at Dawn (p. 57,
above). At the end of the word non are to be found 9 tractuli, shaped like upside-
down birds (the tractulus is really a semblance of the hand held upside-down, as
in “please hold this note”). Five of these 9 have c written by them, and c stands

for celeriter, “quickly”; I think the cs indicate nuances, telling us not to hold these longs for quite their usual
length. The shape itself of the tractulus indicates a measurable long, which may of course be nuanced.
     The juncture of the final three marks (here with t for tene = “hold” over the second) is called a pressus,
which indicates a pressure point within a minor cadence: the short punctum is followed by a short note that (I
think) bends up slightly before resolving in the final note, which itself is liquesced to aid in pronouncing the
last n in non. The sensitive conductor is invited (by the t) to delectate on the bending-note for a little bit.
     The Metz notation used in Laon 239 is clear-cut regarding its shapes: a dot or punctum is short; a tractulus
is a long; and a virga, shaped like a diagonal branch, is a long note higher in pitch than the tractulus that pre-
ceded it. What you see is what you get rhythmically.
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Christmas in Daytime
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Præcentor/præcentrix: This third of the three ChristMass Introits now can presume to take the birth for
granted: it has happened because we’ve been given it. Word is teacher from henceforth.
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The Offertory with its ancient Verses is the same as that given for Christmas at Dawn—
the English version is to be found on pages 62–63.
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January 6th

Epiphany
(In Teophania Domini)
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Sunday within the Octave
of the Epiphany
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(The antiphon Fili quid fecisti nobis is given as the Communion for this Mass in the neumatic manuscripts; the follow-
ing, taken from Lent III, feria iv, was assigned per Vatican II, and it was this that the Schola had used.)
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Second Sunday after Epiphany
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The Offertory with its ancient verses for the 2nd Sunday after Epiphany, in Latin

     Jubilate deo universa terra is, I think, one of the masterpieces of chant and of music itself, worthy of study,
practice, and familiarity. Absent from Laon 239 due to a brief lacuna in that graduale, it is transcribed here
instead from the 10th-century neumatic manuscripts St. Gall 339, pp. 30-31, and Einsiedeln 121, pp. 57-58.
     The important role of the solo cantor/cantrix, stemming from ancient synagogical practice, is much under-
played in performances & recordings of Gregorian chant—an unfortunate loss musically, spiritually, and
liturgically.

Segue…
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Segue…
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Last Sundays after Epiphany
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⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒

⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓
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Septuagesima Sunday
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Sexagesima Sunday
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Quinquagesima Sunday
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Ash Wednesday
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Sung during the imposition of ashes from last year’s burnt palms.
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1st Sunday in Lent
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Concerning the Tract that follows on pages 134–136… This is one of the ancient chant melodies, probably
having its origin with Hebraic cantors. (If memory serves aright, its early age is indicated by the pre-Vulgate
Latin of its text.) Among converts to Christianity were  doubtless some Jewish cantors, who in many ways
would add to the traditions of Christian liturgy. This and other such Tracts are rich and beautiful.
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2nd Sunday in Lent
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3rd Sunday in Lent
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4th Sunday in Lent
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–/–
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5th Sunday in Lent
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The chant on the next page, Collegerunt pontifices et pharisei, is given in some sources (e.g. Graduale triplex, p.
135) as an alternate to the gradual for the preceding Sunday. I had thought it to be part of Palm Sunday’s
liturgy, but that was a mistake. Yet the text is certainly appropriate for this juncture, for the high priest
Caiphas speaks in prophecy that “It is expedient one man should die for the people.”  —The chant follows…
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163

Palm Sunday



164

Branches of palms or olives or the like are blessed, then distributed during the following antiphons (which
may be sung with portions of Psalm 23. Domini est terra).
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166



167



168



169



170



171



172



173



174



175



176



177



178



179

Neumatic manuscripts and fragments of the 9th and 10th centuries contain written abstract-shaped
marks that indicate the movement of musical notes in a chant composition; the actual pitches to be
sung depend upon one’s memory. When memory failed the schola cantorum and the cantor/cantrix ,
they could resort to sources known as diastematic [Latin & Greek, “space, gap”], which gave pitch-
intervals. Some select neumatic MSS are rhythmical, indicating longs and shorts that clearly appear in
2:1 proportion, with the long being the ordinary length. Diastematic MSS do not, to my knowledge,
show essential rhythmic differences.
     Drawing together pitches and rhythms is usually a clearcut task, but occasionally there are differ-
ences to be resolved, and one searches other manuscripts that could provide an answer. Knowledge of
the location of individual chants is required for transcribing, and the diagram on the following two
pages (clarified from 40-year-old scribbles) proved necessary.

The Triduum
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                                                                                                          Laon 239             St. Gall 359
                                    Graduale                   Cantatorium

                                                                                                            circa 930                circa 900
HOLY THURSDAY

MASS:
Introit   Nos autem                                                                        47r

Gradual   Christus factus est           49r                     96–97
Offertory  Dextera Domini      11v and 13r

V. In tribulatio            13r

V. In pulsus            13r

Communion   Dominus Jesus            49r                       70
V. Beati immaculati in via        indicated

GOOD FRIDAY
R. Dominus audivi           49rv                    97–98
R. Eripe me       49v–50r                 98–100
Popule meus           50rv             from Agios: 100
Ecce lignum crucis           50v                       —
Crucem tuam       50v–51r                     —
Cum [Dum] fabricatur mundi            44r                        —
Crux fidelis/Pange lingua                                                             —                   100–103

THE PASCHAL VIGIL
R. Cantemus Domino           51r                   103–104
R. Vinea facta est           51r                     104
R. Attende cælum           51rv                  104–105
R, Sicut cervus           51v                   105–106

MASS:
Gloria in excelsis Deo       indicated               indicated
Alleluia/Confitemini                                                                 84v–85r                   106
Tract: Laudate Dominum           26v                     71–72

 CHANT L CHANT L CHANT L CHANT L CHANT LOOOOOCACACACACATITITITITIOOOOONS INS INS INS INS IN MANUN MANUN MANUN MANUN MANUSCRIPTSCRIPTSCRIPTSCRIPTSCRIPTSSSSS
FOFOFOFOFOR R R R R THE THE THE THE THE TRIDTRIDTRIDTRIDTRIDUUUUUUUUUUMMMMM

                                                                                                                                   R  H  Y  T  H  M  I  C  A  L     N  E  U   
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    St. Gall 339         Einsiedeln 121      Chartres 47             Graz 807           Thomaskirche      Montpellier H-159
      Graduale                Graduale                Graduale                   Graduale                Graduale                  Tonarium
  late 10th century   end 10th century   late 10th century     1100—1150        14th century          11th century

    M  A  T   I   C        M  A  N  U  S  C  R  I  P  T  S                      D I A S T E M A T I C    M A N U S C R I P T S

          70                          195                        30v                              91r                      92–93                     —
          24                           68                         11r                              33rv                        32                         869
          24                           68                         11r                               33rv                        —                        869

                                                                                        indicated                                                     93                        —

              67                         188                        29v                             88rv                           89                                468

          24                          69                         11r                               33rv

            24                     195–196                    30v                              91rv                       93                         425
                   —                         869

              70                      196–197                 30v–31r                    94v–95r                     98                        965
         70–71                   197–200                   31r–31v                    95r–96r                 98–100                   966
 from Agios: 71      384–386                                           96rv                    100                    —
            72                           386                          63r                            96v                         101                        —
    71–71 (two)      386–387 (two)              63r                            —                           —                        —
            72                       387–388                    —                              97r                         101                       —         *
      72–73                   388–391                     —                          97v–98v                102–103                     —

* and Moosburger Graduale, 1360, f. 68rv

     73–74                    200–201                    31v                             99v                       109                       746
           74                       201–202                    31v                             99vr                   109–110                 747
           74                       202–203                    32r                            100r                       110                       —
       74–75                       203                         32r                            100rv                   110–111                  —

      indicated                    —                         133                        indicated               indicated                  —
         75                          203                          56v                            101v                       112                   731, 698
             42                          116                          18v                             54v                         51                      748
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The Triduum:
Maundy Thursday
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184



185



186



187



188



189



190



191



192

The Triduum:
The Liturgy of Good Friday
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194



195



196
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The physical poetic presence of Christ is not celebrated on this Friday, of all days, since the Mass is absent. In
its place are dramatic recallings. Only late Saturday night, after memory reaches the sophistication of the Exultet,
will the Mass itself stagger back with muted joy.
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199



200

Præcentor/præcentrix: When I first saw at f. 44r of Laon 239 the piece that follows, Cum [Dum] fabricatur mundi, in a
group entitled “Antiphons without Psalms,” it felt as if I were on a strange planet. It needed translation, transcrip-
tion, textual/musical dividings, and very through learning. It had no part in the Liturgy for Good Friday that I’d
ever known. The first and longer portion is extremely dramatic, the second is appreciatively theological. My gut
feeling tells me this is for solo cantorial voice, not for the whole schola cantorum. (It could be Good Friday’s answer
to the Paschal Vigil’s Exultet!)  The work would be a noble addition to the Triduum.
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202



203



204



205



206



207



208



209

The Triduum:
The Paschal Vigil
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Deacon:



211



212



213



214



215



216



217



218



219



220
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Not just Mass Propers, but Ordinary parts (i.e., the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Agnus dei) were sung in free propor-
tional rhythm until around 1000. Heard frequently and known by heart, they were rarely written down in the early
rhythmic manuscripts. However, the recto of the final folio of MS Chartres 47, dating from the last quarter of the 10th
century, contains a Gloria and a Credo with simple Chartres rhythmic neumes. By good fortune I found the Gloria’s
pitched melody in our photocopy of the 12th-century MS Laon 263, which had been made from a microfilm supplied us
through the courtesy of M. Lefevre at the Laon Bibliothèque Municipale; it was at f. 30rv. Though the melody in 263 is a
bit more ornate than that in Chartres 47, and neumes are missing in 47 due to partial destruction by fire of the folio at
the right side, the chant’s formulaic nature allows us to resurrect the piece. Single brackets above neumes in my tran-
scription indicate rhythmic reconstruction based on unharmed portions of the MS, double brackets indicate pure rhythmic
reconstruction. Though perhaps somewhat monastic in tone, it is a worthy addition to the Mass Ordinaries and
was recorded in CD album L’Oiseau-Lyre 425 114–2.
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Alleluia/Confitemini domino                                                                                Laon 239, ff. 84v–85r

The cantor sings and the schola repeats,
both 3 times, each time on a higher pitch; then

cantor:

Then schola, to ending:
Tract: Laudate dominum      Laon 239, f. 26v
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Easter Sunday



224

Antiphons for Pre-Mass Procession to Baptismal Font (4 from MS Einsiedeln 121)
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[solo:][cantor:]

[cantor:]

This is famous as a forerunner of the medieval liturgical drama. The cantor/cantrix, as the angel seated by
the sepulchre, asks Mary Magdalene whom she seeks; the soloist as Mary answers, and the cantor/cantrix
replies “He is  not here, he has risen as he said. Go, announce that he is risen from the tomb.” The opening
question and answer, both text and melody, would be used in the wonderful 12th-century liturgical drama
Visitatio sepulchri.
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227



228

The opening of the Resurrexi Mass Propers from MS Laon 239
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230



231



232



233



234



235



236



237



238



239



240



241



242

WEDNESDAY WITHIN THE OCTAVE OF EASTER: MASS PROPERS
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244



245



246



247

Low Sunday



248



249

cantor:                                                          schola:



250



251



252



253

Second Sunday after Easter



254



255

cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:



256

cantor:



257



258

Third Sunday after Easter



259



260

cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:



261



262



263



264

Fourth Sunday after Easter



265



266

For music, see Christmas Midnight in Laon 239: Alleluia/Ostendi;
see also Einsiedeln 121: Alleluia/Lauda anima mea.

cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:



267

and 4th Sunday after Easter



268



269



270



271

Fifth Sunday after Easter



272

Note concerning page 273, following… The word Alleluia and the verses thereto are often only indicated in neumatic
manuscripts, and as a result there can be some confusion as to what goes with which Sunday, especially those after
Easter. What’s given here is what we had used earlier.



273

cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:
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275



276



277

Ascension Thursday
Forty Days from Easter



278

schola:cantor:



279

cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:



280



281



282



283

Pentecost



284

the transcription below, the pitches are from Graz 807, f. 127v. —Neumes from 239 have been copied above the staves for the
Introit, and for the second Alleluia and the Communion on the pages that follow.

Præcentor/præcentrix:  Note the ecstatic music for omnia, scientiam habet vocis. The liturgical year’s emphasis on
incarnation seems secondary from this feast on: accent is now to be on a new presence of what’s already been incar-
nated—and “that which holds all things has understanding of the voice.” This spiritual presence that one can physi-
cally feel is beautifully expressed in Walahfrid Strabo’s responsorial hymn Omnipotentem semper adorent, written in the
2nd quarter of the ninth century. It’s to be found with neumes on the bifolio MS Laon 266, which dates c. 880—close
to the time of Walahfrid’s writing, and even earlier than our Laon 239. The melody is probably his as well. I’ve ap-
pended this work at the end of the Latin Mass Propers, pages 288 and 289, hoping it may be sung again. (The
Benedictine Walahfrid, abbot of the island-monastery Reichenau, is famous for Hortulus, a long poem on gardening.)
     The untitled Communion for Pentecost Wednesday quoted on the preceding page mirrors a surprising, even
visceral change from an ordinary to a new kind of presence, as the melody changes midway to begin on a ti-natural.

Introit for
Pentecost
from MS
Laon 239,
f. 62r;; in
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Laon 239, f. 83v, mid-page at top; St. Gall 359, 97-117
cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:

schola repeats Alleluia

cantor:

Laon 239, f. 85v

cantor: schola:
cantor:



286

Offertory Laon 239, f. 63v

Verses are from Laon 239, f. 63; Einsiedeln 121, 256–257; St. Gall 339, 93.



287

The schola repeats tibi offerent reges munera: alleluia.



288

At left is the portion of Laon 266
that shows the responsorial hymn by
Walahfrid Strabo described above on
page 284. A transcription and free
translation of verses follow. Melody
and humanistic text stem from the
same time as the Mass Propers of
Laon 239.

     The single bifolio survived because
it was used as a sturdy flyleaf in the
binding of a later book. It bears a
separate seal Bibliothèque… de Laon.

Schola repeats the antiphon.
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All-potens these adore, telling their blessings throughout the ages.
  1. Stars on their axes dancing in chorus, and sun, their sister, light of the heavens:
  2. Thus too the moisture, both sky-felt rains and dew that covers creation’s spirit:
  3. So fire and seething with bone-drying heat, the frigid burning and frost in gardens:
  4. Snowfall and ice-rain, nightfall and daylight, flashes of lightning outlining cloudbanks:
  5. Arid mountains that spring forth new hills, and fountains of waters, their streams resounding:
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Page 284 showed the Introit for Pentecost in Laon 239,
f.62r, c. 930. Here it is at the right in Graz 807, f. 127v ,
first half of the 12th century. Specific notes are indi-
cated, with the f-line pictured in black and the lines for
d (below it) & a & c (just above it) shown incised. As
the two manuscripts are amazingly congruent, consid-
ering the 200 years separating them, it was relatively
easy to conflate the two versions, and to write down,
conduct, and sing the melody as it was first likely to
have been heard. And then to English the texts (see
pages 14–15).
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cantor to asterisk, then all from beginning:
                                                                                                                              Laon 239, f. 83v, mid-page at top; St. Gall 359, 97–117.

cantor:

schola repeats Alleluia.

cantor:                                          schola:                                                                                                    cantor:
Laon 239, f. 85v

the Alleluia is repeated
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Offertory                                                                                                                                              Laon 239, f. 63v

solo:
                          Verses ae from Laon 239, f. 63v; Einsiedeln 121, 256–257; St. Gall 339, 93.
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solo:

The schola repeats Kings shall offer unto thee their gifts, alleluia.
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Ps. 67

schola repeats All aat once a sound came

schola repeats All aat once a sound came



295

1st Sunday after Pentecost



296

The patient singer/reader will have noticed much inconsistency regarding the doxology Gloria patri at the end of a
Psalm verse at Introits and Communions. The two Propers are in fact antiphons, whose purpose is to give meaningful
direction to psalmody. But when a full Psalm was no longer needed to cover the entrance or the reception of com-
munion, it became the practice to sing just a single verse of the assigned Psalm and add a Gloria patri.  —But Psalm-
singing during the ancient Offices of the Holy Week Triduum did not include the doxology, and so it can be under-
stood as a later religious practice. It seemed to me liturgically sensible to omit the Gloria patri, which over the course of
time we did.
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298



299



300



301



302

2nd Sunday after Pentecost



303



304

Præcentor/præcentrix: The music for the cantor’s verse ends with a suddenness that’s somewhat startling; but compare it
with the wonderful ending of the cantor’s verse on page 222, stave 4, above).
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306



307



308

3rd Sunday after Pentecost



309



310



311



312

segue



313



314



315

4th Sunday after Pentecost



316



317



318



319



320



321

5th Sunday after Pentecost



322



323



324



325

segue



326



327

cantor:

cantor:

schola:

schola repeats antiphon
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6th Sunday after Pentecost



329



330



331



332



333



334

cantor:

cantor:

schola:



335

7th Sunday after Pentecost



336

The Gradual Venite, filii, audite me and Alleluia/Omnes gentes plaudite are missing from the saved papers.
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338

Psalm 30



339

8th Sunday after Pentecost



340



341

The Alleluia/Magnus dominus et laudabilis nimis is missing from the saved papers.
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343



344



345

9th Sunday after Pentecost



346



347

The Alleluia/Eripe me de inimicis meis is missing from the saved papers.

schola:



348



349



350



351

10th Sunday after Pentecost



352



353



354



355

Offertory for Advent 1 and Pentecost 10
Laon 239, f. 3v



356



357



358

11th Sunday after Pentecost



359

Schola repeeats antiphon from the beginning.



360



361



362



363

schola repeats antiphon

cantor: schola:

cantor:



364

12th Sunday after Pentecost



365

schola:



366



367

Præcentor/præcentrix: Laon 239’s folio 87v [p. 153] at its lowest line announces the XII Sunday after Pentecost, and f. 88r gives its
pieces complete with neumes, or by incipits only. For the Alleluia it lists simply Venite, and the whole piece with neumes is to be
found on f. 88v [p. 175] at the end of the ninth line, with Psalm 94 verses beginning Venite exultemus domino and Præoccupemus faciem
ejus. This is mentioned in detail, because most books do not assign this particular Alleluia for the 12th Sunday, and it is only one of
two feasts I know that has more than one verse (the other being Easter Sunday).
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[softer]

As the singer/conductor may remember, this is the second of six Offertories that prefigure the great 10th-century



369

schola:schola:

liturgical music-dramas. On the preceding page 368, the cantor/cantrix at the end of line 3 takes the character of Moses.
On this page, the soloist introduces the cantor/cantrix at the end of line 1 as Adonai, and at the end of line 4 as Moses.
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Finally, on line 3, with a repetition demanding attention, the soloist introduces the cantor/cantrix as Moses and Aaron,
who together address the children of Israel (here, the soloist can simply continue singing with the cantor/cantrix); and
the schola conclusively answers.



371

cantor:

1. Bless the Lord, O my / soul; O Lord my God, what magni-fi-cense is thine! * Glory and beauty are thy clothing.

2. The light is a garment thou dost wrap about thee,* the heavens a curtain thy hand unfolds.

3. Thou hast roofed it in with the upper wa/ters; the clouds are thy stairway;* on the wings of the wind thou dost
come and go.

4. Thou wilt have thy angels be like the winds, * the servants that wait on thee like a flame of fire.

5. Glory be to the Lord for ever,* the Lord who takes delight in his creatures.

6. One glance from him makes earth tremble;* at his touch, the mountains are wreathed in smoke.

7. While life lasts, I will sing the Lord’s honor,* my praise shall be his while I have breath to praise him.
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13th Sunday after Pentecost



373



374



375



376

Schola: *In thy hands

schola:



377



378

14th Sunday after Pentecost



379

The Gradual
 Bonum est confidere is missing from the saved papers.



380



381

[segue]



382



383

Lord of Hosts, how I love thy dwelling /place! For the courts of the Lord’s house, my soul faints with
     longing. The living God!  at his name my heart, my whole be-ing thrills with joy.

Where else should the sparrow find a home,  the dove a nest for her brood,*  but at thy altar, Lord of Hosts,
     my King and my God?

How blessed, Lord, are those who dwell in thy /house!  They will ever be praising thee* How blessed is
     the man who finds his strength in thee!

He sets his heart on an upward journey,* that leads through a valley of weeping, but to his goal.

Strong in their Master’s blessing, the pilgrims go on from height to height,* till they meet him in Sion,
     the God of all gods.
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15th Sunday after Pentecost



385



386



387



388



389

segue



390



391

cantor:

[schola repeats antiphon]

Guide me, Lord, thine own way, thy faithful care my escort,* make this heart thrill with rev’rence for
thy name.

O Lord my God, with all my heart I will give thee thanks:* eternally hold thy name in honor

for the greatness of the mercy thou has shown me* in rescuing me thus from the low-est depths in hell.

And now, O God, see how the despisers of thy law have set upon /me, how their dread conspiracy
threat-ens my life:* with no thought of thee to restrain them.

But thou, Lord, art a God of mer-cy and pity: patient, compassionate, true to thy  promise.

Look upon me and be merciful to /me: rescue me with thy sov’reign aid:* one whose mother bore him
to thy service!

Show me some token of thy fa/vor: let my enemies see, abashed, how thou dost help me,* how thou,
Lord, dost comfort me.

cantor: schola:
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16th Sunday after Pentecost



393



394

(This Gradual is also used for the 3rd Sunday after Epiphany. )



395



396

scscscscschhhhhooooollllla:a:a:a:a:
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Psalm 70:
   14-23

cantor, then schola:

cantor:

[schola repeats antiphon]
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17th Sunday after Pentecost



399



400



401

 cantor to asterisk, then schola from beginning:

[Used also for the 5th Sunday after Easter, p. 273.]
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This Offertory, for the 17th Sunday after Pentecost, almost seems like an experiment to find just how far
liturgical singers would go! The introductory words are by the prophet Daniel, assigned to a soloist; the
words Daniel actually says to Adonai are given to the cantor; the portion thereof where the people might join
in is, finally, sung by the schola. On line 6, the cantor as Daniel continues, until the schola can enter again.
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On the first line of this page, Daniel continues until the voice of the angel Michael is heard, put into the
mouths of cantor and soloist singing together in unison. Midway in line 3 the cantor continues his narration,
and the schola concludes the work.
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[schola repeats antiphon]

Psalm 75



405

18th Sunday after Pentecost



406



407



408

[The Gradual Lætatus sum is also used at the Mass for the 4th Sunday in Lent]



409

This fourth Offertory-drama opens in the usual way. At line 5 a good-voiced soloist enters to introduce the cantor in
the role of  Moses; on line 7 he enters again, floridly, and introduces the cantor/Moses on line 2 of the following page.

(as Moses)



410

(as Moses)

(as Adonai)

(as Moses)

On line 3, the soloist briefly introduces a few words of approval by Adonai, whose part might be sung by cantor and
soloist in unison; after which the schola returns with a portion of the antiphon. Soloist, then cantor/Moses enter again
on lines 7 and 8. At the very end of this page, the soloist returns one last time melismatically to introduce Adonai (at
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the very end of line 1 on this page 411). Adonai in Hebrew means “Lord,” used instead of the sacred name YHWH,
which means simply “I am what I am” or “I can’t put myself into your words.” The glory of Its care can be seen, but not
Its Face. (Why I  began using the three-syllable Adonai for the three-syllable Domini.) The schola reasonably closes.

+ s+ s+ s+ s+ sooooolllllo :o:o:o:o:
(as Adonai)



412



413

19th Sunday after Pentecost



414

Schola repeats
Introit antiphon



415



416

Psalm 137: 7



417



418

Psalm 118: 4–5



419

20th Sunday after Pentecost



420



421



422

Schola:Cantor:

This fifth of the Offertory-dramas that follows is simple in form: it has three Verses and only two charac-
ters. The brief role of a taunting captor is given to a soloist in Verse 1 (lines 6–7 on page 423). In all three
Verses, the cantor sings the role of Psalmist King David.
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424



425

cantor: schola:

cantor:



426

21st Sunday after Pentecost



427



428



429

The sixth, last, and possibly most remarkable Offertory prefiguring the great 10th-century liturgical music-
dramas follows on pages 430–432.



430

Offertory: Vir erat in terra nomine Job                 21st Sunday after Pentecost                         MS Laon 239, f. 81r

[segue]

,

Cantor: Schola: ,

Schola:

Cantor I:

[A or B]



431

[segue]

Cantor I:

Cantor II:

Schola:

Schola:

,

,



432

Schola:

Cantor II:



433



434

22nd Sunday after Pentecost



435



436



437



438



439



440

23rd/24th Sundays after Pentecost



441



442



443



444



445

Mark 11:24



446

Gospels assigned to be read at Masses throughout the catholic liturgical year are—like its choral Propers—
remarkably the same from one country and century to another, and that is notable in the case of those assigned
for the First Sunday in Advent and the Last Sunday in Pentecost. The former is from Luke, 21: 25–33, the latter
from Matthew 24: 15–35. The first begins: “The sun and the moon and the stars will give portents, and on earth
the nations will be in distress, bewildered by the roaring of the sea and its waves…” The second reads: “It is
where the body lies that the eagles will gather. Immediately after the distress of those days, the sun will be
darkened, and the moon will refuse her light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of heaven will
rock…” Both readings tell of the end of times.
     Thus in this likeness Advent I, foretelling the coming of the Christ in Bethlehem, is linked to the end of
Pentecost, which will lead directly into an Advent newly realized as a final coming of Christ at time’s end. So the
liturgical year begins with Advent and ends with the season of Epiphany a full year and one-quarter later. (In
many chant manuscripts, the feast is named In Teophania Domini, “At the coming of God.”) The liturgical year is
an endless loop, like a snake biting its tail, and the cosmos is filled with a beauty in that very round.

T here follow several Mass Propers that are outside of the liturgical year.
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The Requiem



448

(Præcentor/præcentrix: Laon 239 gives no Gradual for this Mass, and none is provided here.)



449



450

Præcentor/præcentrix: For the Psalmist David, the third-person-singular could refer to any individual person; for us, a distinction
into male and female is best; so that is allowed for in the English Requiem texts that follow.
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cantor: schola:

schola:



452

(Laon 239 gives no Tract for this Mass, and none is provided here.)



453



454

cantor:



455



456

Schola repeats
Introit antiphon

Maria



457

Schola
repeats
Propter…

Gradual                                                                                                                                                                               Laon 239, f. 70



458

Offertory                                                                                                                                                                          Laon 239, f. 6rv

cantor:                                                      schola:

solo:

cantor:

schola:
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cantor:

schola:

Isaiah 7:14
     3/9/22
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Præcentor/præcentrix: The Hartker Antiphonale, c. 1000, which is perhaps the last manuscript with chant in proportional rhythm,
contains this lovely antiphon with text from chapter 4 of The Song of Songs; it makes a perfect solo. It’s given in Latin and English.
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→

The Presentation of Jesus by Mary in the Temple
is celebrated February 2nd. Mass is introduced by
the Canticle of Simeon, a very wise old man there:

Now thou dost dismiss thy servant, Lord,
according to thy word, in peace.
For mine eyes have seen the salvation
thou hast prepared before the face of all people:

A light of revelation to the Gentiles
and the glory of thy people Israel.

Light is a consciousness of wisdom. At left is
shown an ikon painted on wood—Greek, I was
told, about four hundred years old. Simeon, who
at last can peacefully die, holds the child Jesus.
Unusually, he here is shown seated with hand
upraised—the Teacher. And the mouth is slightly
open, as if that prophet were singing.

Our canticle-chant is from the Hartker MS, p. 14.
In its simple notation, diagonal neumes are long
pitches that are relatively high, dashes are longs
relatively lower, and the hooked vertical is two
short notes descending. The ending of Simeon’s
canticle is the final repetition of the antiphon.

.

cantor:

cantor:

cantor:

cantor:

schola:

schola:

schola:

schola with cantor:
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The Presentation, February 2nd

[This Introit is also used for the 8th Sunday After Pentecost.]
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Dedication of a Church
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The mouth of the just shall meditate Wisdom, and his tongue
shall speak  justice: the law of his God is in his heart. In honor of
Jan W. A. Vollaerts, S.J., the Schola Antiqua sang this
Introit at the beginning of a concert at the Utrecht Early
Music Festival in 1986. His book Rhythmic Proportions in
Early Medieval Ecclessiastical Chant (Leiden: Brill, 1960),
along with the work of Dom Gregory Murray, brought us
the clearest understanding we’d yet had of the true rhythm
of the chant called Gregorian. At left is the last picture
taken of him before his untimely death in 1956, just as his
book was going to press. It was given to me through the
kindness of the late Mevrouw Agnes Vollaerts, who was
deeply devoted to her brother’s work. (He, too, is shown
seated with his hand raised.)
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A Neume Chart
for Metz, St. Gall, & Schola Antiqua

Chant Notations
In the four pages that follow, the initial column gives the usual name of each chant neume, usually with a
literal translation. The next column gives the shapes of the neume in the Metz (or Messine) notation, which
is that used in MS Laon 239, the hero of these pages. The third column, marked “MODERN,” gives the shapes
of neumes used by the Schola Antiqua for the transcriptions that appear in this book. There follows a col-
umn describing the various neumes’ functions. Finally, the shapes of the neumes in the St. Gall notation, used
in MSS 339, 359, and in Eindiedeln 121. The wealth of correspondences in the melodies of any given chant
piece among these two 10th-century systems (and those used in Chartres 47, the Hartker, and Nonantolian
fragments) are wonderful and welcome to discover and to hear!

Concerning the “MODERN” column, the basic question is how best to express the distinction between long
and short. Experience showed me that today’s quarter-notes and flagged eighth-notes were very unsatisfac-
tory for reading chant, for they can give no “sense” of the individual neumatic phrases. Simply lengthening or
shortening printed chant notes would speak more of nuance than of a mensural 2:1 difference. And simply
placing horizontal lines above black notes to double their length seems too indirect for reading. I chose black
notes for longs and white notes for shorts (as you’ve seen), and found them easily readable for anyone who’s at
all familiar with Solesmes’ publications. And they do in fact nicely mimic neumatic shapes.

Transcriptions herein frequently show ictus or small vertical strokes with the neumes. These are not from
the manuscripts. Published Solesmes editions first used them: because the monks incorrectly thought in
equalist values, but were aware that the rhythm was truly a free rhythm, ictus could help them sing and join
together short musical phrases. Ictus, then, originated as a way of introducing discernable structures into
melodies that had neither measurable or metrical lengths. Though they’re sometimes helpful, ictus are not
necessary for singing chant in its free proportional rhythm of longs and shorts. (Note that ictus never indicate
weighted accents.)
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an uncertain ornamental long that
we bravely interpret as a note
beginning slightly low in pitch that
bends through pitch upward,
calling for resolution
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A Note to the
Præcentor &
Præcentrix

The word præcentor indicates one who sings solo and/or directs singers in sacred services, even one who
determines the ordo for those services. It is a notable role.

The monogram above is that of Karolus magnus, Charlemagne, who ruled the Holy Roman Empire from
800 till his death in 814 and has been called, for his depthful spreading of humanism, the Father of Europe.
It was said of him, wrote the monk Notker in 884, that he grieved how his people differed “in the way they
worshipped God, and particularly in the rhythm of their chanting,” and that he asked Pope Stephen III to
send him monks “highly skilled in church singing.” Twelve such were dispatched to “all the provinces north of
the Alps”—but not before they had agreed among themselves to teach differently in different places, jealous
to protect the importance of their knowledge and the esteemed position it gave them. But in his wide travels,
Charlemagne’s good ears heard the greatly varying results; the twelve monks were punished, but his problem
remained. Stephen’s successor, Pope Leo, asked that the emperor instead send to Rome two of his own highly
intelligent monks; these were surreptitiously added to the papal schola, learned a revised chant, and soon
returned to teach at Charlemagne’s seat in Aachen and at the Metz Cathedral, where his brother Drogo was
bishop. With the emperor’s usual thoroughness, this chant was soon spread throughout Europe.

We can have every reason to believe that this is the chant that came from the reform of liturgy and music
begun under Pope St. Vitalian (657–672). It would seem likely that some indications of rhythm and a hint of
notes’ melodic directions had to have been written down for spreading abroad and for use in choirs by the
præcentors, whose intonations and conducting would elicit the full melodies from singers’ memories. (The
scope of memory then, in the all-too-common absence of reading and writing skills, were perforce superior to
ours.) By mid- 9th century, neume-shapes in Metz notation were quite sophisticated: here are 2 lines (en-
hanced) from MS Laon 266, circa 880, showing the Walahfrid Strabo responsorial hymn Omnipotentem semper
adorent (see pp. 284 & 288–289). The præcentor at Laon Cathedral held the small chantbook in one hand—
while, with the other, after intoning, tracing these shapes in air that would lead all to sing:

chant transmission
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The history of Western music flows on from here, as Jan Vollaerts had written before his death in 1956:

Owing to the fact that Latin liturgical monody was the foundation upon which later European music
was built, the correct interpretation of the original rhythm is of far-reaching import,—for not only is
it related to the Catholic way of worship, but it affects the whole history and science of Music. As far as
it is possible to judge in the light of the present state of scholastic research, Gregorian Chant comprises
the greatest corpus of monody in existence and is perforce the chief product of a whole branch of music
deserving of extended study.

Over 250 chant Propers from Metz-notated MS Laon 239 are transcribed on the pages of this book, as well
as some 50 chants from five other 10th-century neumatic manuscripts. The chief purpose has been to pro-
vide for the conducting and singing of chant. I likely made many mistakes and omissions in the transcribing,
and hope that you will correct them. Reproductions of the 10th-century neumatic manuscripts are available
printed and online, as are later manuscripts with melodic pitches. You can get an idea of the process in the
worksheets for Christmas at Midnight, pages 40 with 41–53.

conducting
It was said that neumes or linear shapes marked above the texts in chant manuscripts of the late 9th–10th
centuries were hand-signs, and this I trustingly accepted, though wanting for practical understanding. While
in the Christian Brothers I’d conducted equalist-rhythm chants for all Sundays and for major feasts using
cheironomy, linear phrases the hand traces in air. Later, while teaching in Manhattan’s Lower East Side, I was
one of thousands of teachers suspended during the City’s fiscal crisis. I used Unemployment to pull from my
shelf and read W. A. Vollaerts’ Rhythmic Proportions in Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Chant, and Dom Gregory
Murray’s Gregorian Chant According to the Manuscripts with its generous insert of transcription examples. A gift
of the Paléographie musicale,Vol X: Antiphonale Missarum…Codex 239 de la Bibliothèque de Laon from Joseph
Greenspan allowed me to transcribe some Mass Propers in MS Laon 239. I fell in love with the depth in the
music that resulted, which seemed more defined and intense than that of Solesmes. To close its First Confer-
ence on Gregorian Chant, on 25 April 1976, the Schola Antiqua joyfully sang, at The Cloisters–The Metro-
politan Museum of Art, the Easter Mass Propers I had newly transcribed from Laon 239 .

By this time it had dawned on me that cheironomy was out, that I had in fact only to conduct each of the
very neume shapes theselves! For example, the shape of the written Metz tractulus (    ), a long, was exactly
the shape my hand made (raised knuckles in the middle and all) when I wanted to say “hold this note”; and
the neume for two longs ascending (        ) was exactly the shapes my hand then made also! If I wanted a
stropha, two shorts and a long, I naturally enough would trace             in the air. The neume for two descend-
ing longs was clearly       ; two descending shorts would be      and two ascending shorts are     .  So: the very
shapes of the Metz neumes in themselves tell the conductor what to do with his or her hand. Nothing could
be more clear. And these handsigns joined together to form natural long and longer lines according to the
individual text’s and music’s nature. Always think towards length. Ideally the conductor has a piece so much
inside that the portions and their connections, the whole, are one: without the need for reasoning any more,
one conducts from the state of that whole. The music speaks through the conductor, and the conductor is
obedient to what he or she is hearing. When chant is sung carefully in equalist rhythm, it can be lovely. But
when it is sung correctly from the heart in proportional rhythm, it is shapely and beautiful.

(Notations other than Metz, while in remarkable agreement with it, offer less clear visual directives for the
conductor, and these help make Metz and Laon 239 so important. Cf. Neume Chart, pp. 475–479, above.)
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the genius of free proportional rhythm for singing unmeasured text
It is the nature of free prose, whether in paragraph form or cast into lines like a poem, not to have regularly-
occurring weighted accents. If you should have need for singing a melody that will “fit” any such free lines,
then every sung note needs to have the same length, so that the natural accents and unaccents of the words
prevail and the words are properly understood. If the melody would seem to benefit from their being two
notes over one syllable, simply have the two notes be shorts, and they won’t interfere with the free flow of the
sung text. Here is a formulaic Psalm-melody, with textual accents placed on the syllables themselves:

If you sing this with the ordinary (black) notes long and the secondary (white) notes short, you’ll see that
there is no rhythmic discrepancy between the melody and the Psalm verse. And you see that no notes need to
be added, as would be the case if all notes were shorter and the same length. Here, shown by an example, is
what I call the principle of proportional-rhythm: If every syllable is given at least the length of a long that is
able to be divided, then the accents of the text control the accents of the music. It is the perfect rhythm for
monodic chanting of the Psalms and the Scriptures.

Did I make up the above example? Well—yes. But it’s based on the best of credentials! Every Introit
antiphon is followed by a Psalm. A handful of Introits in MS Laon 239 give the very first words (the incipit)
of the Psalm that follows, so the cantor knows which one to intone for the schola to take up: And, as I was
thrilled to find, the words of these incipits have neumes above them! For years in the Brothers we had sung
Vespers on Sundays, briskly singing through the Office Psalms, and here before me was the way it ought to
be done: every syllable has the length of a long! Here are four of those incipits, quoted right out of Laon 239:

—Never before had the genius of free proportional rhythm presented itself to me with such clear necessity!
In their writings, both Jan Vollaerts & Gregory Murray quote early medieval theorists describing, then

lamenting the demise of, proportional rhythm in the singing of chant. Convincing as that is, I prefer looking
throughout Laon 239  at the neume-shapes themselves, for their Metz notation is bell-ringingly clear!

I feel that this clarity; its manifest age in MSS Laon 266, 121, and 239;  the completeness of 239, and the
notation’s likely origins in Metz Cathedral led by the bishop-brother of Charlemagne—these trace propor-
tional-rhythm to the reform of liturgy and chant under Vitalian in the late 7th century.  Frankly, it sings
beautifully. And it enhances our principle: If each syllable of the sung Latin has a length long enough to be
able to be divided, then the natural accents of the textual line are the accents of the musical line itself.

      Hé   will   júdge   the  wórld with   ríght- eous- ness,      ánd   the   péo-  ples                 wíth  his  trúth.
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Please review paragraphs beginning “A few basics” and (especially)  “A brief note concerning melodic types or
‘dialects’,” both at the bottom of page 3; also, “A Note Concerning Neume-Shape and Letters” on page 59.

the body of early chant in Western history
Regarding Vollaerts’ just-quoted idea that “Latin liturgical monody was the foundation upon which later
European music was built,” I’d always thought this referred mainly to notation and melody. But after living
with the chants that are now in this book, it is clear that the sheer variety of lyric and dramatic presentation
that we have come to enjoy through our Western music itself has its source in the valuable body of 7th-
century liturgical chant. It would be fruitful to review illustrations of this we’ve already encountered…

a. Offertory Ave maria, 4th Sunday in Advent. This deeply touching interplay between Mary and the
Angel, with the schola commentaries, must be a 7th-century ancestor of the great 10th-century liturgical
dramas. The loss of its two verses (definitively per the Council of Trent, 1570, affecting all but the Requiem
Mass) was a deeply human one. [pages: Latin 26–27; English 28–29]

b. the three Introits of Christmas. The first is at Midnight; the brief text hints of a birth in eternity,
and the music is almost without time. Words for the second, at Dawn, speak of the action and results that are
happening then, and the music practically jumps out of its skin with triumph, à la Handel. The third, at the
Day, welcomes in text & song the accomplished knowledge at last simply laid before us. I don’t know another
instance of such a comparing juxtaposition in music until many centuries later than these, composed in the
seventh! Proportional rhythm is an essential element here: Midnight and Day Introits might be conducted in
equalist rhthm so as to hint at their contents, but not so that of Dawn. No disembodiment here: rhythm with
measure is called-for and delivered. One has only to hear with open ears. [Latin 32, 55, 66; English 37, 60,  74]

c. Offertory Jubilate deo, universa terra, 2nd Sunday after Epiphany. Please see the note at the top of
page 101. The spiritual world of the lengthy antiphon—with its textual repetition & ecstatic melisma at the
beginning, and the touching relief from the venite et audite to its alleluia—is revisited in each of the two
cantorial verses, the second of which ends in a 113-note melisma that betrays words. The humanistic loss of
the ancient Offertory verses from liturigcal use and publication per Trent was a grave wound to music and to
the arts. (The Offertory is also assigned for the 4th Sunday after Easter.) [Latin 101–103; English 97–99]

d. the Liturgy of Good Friday. “You really miss the Mass,” a non-churchgoing singer said, realizing that a
physical presence through Poetic experience simply had not been there, barely replaced by dramatic texts.
Among these the most surprising, almost shocking, is the all-but-unknown antiphon Cum fabricator mundi.
Please see note, page 200. [English 201–202; Latin 207–208]

d. Tract Laudate dominum omnes gentes, at the Paschal Vigil. The Tract-form, used during Lent, consists
of one or more Psalm-verses without reprise or respond. That the several melodies it typically uses are ancient
is indicated by their Hebraic cantorial quality and (as I remember) their pre-Jerome Latin. Now—after the
Resurrection is proclaimed by the singing of the Gloria in excelsis, the oration & a brief Pauline Epistle, and a
Triple Alleluia with its solo clarion V/. Confitemini domino—a Lenten Tract with solemn mien proclaims a
joyful Laudate dominum, omnes gentes. The juxtaposition is deeply moving. [Latin 222]

e. Antiphon Quem queritis in sepulchro, from the Pre-Easter Mass Procession to the Baptismal Font.
[225, with commentary]

f. Offertory Terra tremuit, for Easter Sunday, a day that celebrates two interconnected resurrections. One
is from the dead, at the Introit. The other is towards justice, at the Offertory: “when the Lord arises”—with
the oriscus ornament on do focusing attention through a slight dissonance before resolving into the la. Four full
times this happens, each with the assurance of a relieved melismatic alleluia concluding! Genius enters in the
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third verse: after shattering the horns and weapons, warfare itself is shattered and the risen one is seen to be
“the wond’rous brilliance shining from the ageless mountains.” I can’t help but find new meaning in theologian
Uta Ranke-Heinemann’s remarkable words “The death and Resurrection and Ascension of Jesus happened in
a single instant.” (Putting Away Childish Things. HarperSanFrancisco, 1994, p. 134.)   [E 238–240; L  232–233]

g. Pentecost. The body of 7th-century chant is remarkable for expressing deeply human experiences. This
major feast, for example, takes us from the physical presence of incarnation to the invisible yet felt presence of
what is no longer enfleshed—like a beloved’s, after her or his death…
     The extra-illustrated music, texts, and comments on pages 283–294 detail aspects of this growth-change,
and need not be repeated here. (I am so grateful to M. Jean Lefevre at Laon’s Bibliothèque Municipale for
having shown me bifolio 266—about fifty years older than MS 239—containing text & music for Walahfrid
Strabo’s presence-filled hymn Omnipotentem semper adorant.)

h. Offertory Precatus est moyses, 12th Sunday after Pentecost. Here, in early 10th-century MS Laon 239,
is an integral work dating no later than the 9th century—monodic, with no accompaning voices, whose length
in modern transcribing takes over 27 full staves, for three different characters and unison chorus, and whose
final text is a hymn to philosophical unknowability that does not leave us feeling negative, but sheltered! (The
20th and 21st centuries could not disdain its means or high purpose.) Who might sing what role is indicated
on the score, pages 409–411.

i. Offertory Super flumina babylonis, 20th Sunday after Pentecost. Utilizing most of Psalm 136, this is
essentially the dramatic lament of the Psalmist King David over the plight of his people. [pages 422–424]

J. Offertory Vir erat in terra nomine job, 21st Sunday after Pentecost.  This looks forward to dramatic
practices one might not expect to see for many centuries. The antiphon is dark and low-pitched; its three
repetitions would be reduced to the opening words only: “There dwelt in the land of Uz a man named Job.”
There is only one singing character: Job—but he needs be taken by two successive voices. In the first two
Verses, soloist Job is low-voiced; but in the last two, he must express himself in a higher-pitched voice, finally
singing “that I might see good things” fully six times—beginning in uncertainty and ending assuredly, even
triumphantly. —Yet with that final reminder by the Schola of the suffering humans (ourselves) who still sing.
[pages 430–432]

k. The liturgical year itself as endless cycle. It “begins with Advent and ends with the season of
Epiphany a full year and one-quarter later…like a snake biting its tail, and the cosmos is filled with a beauty in
that very round.” [page 446]

The 7th-century body of liturgical chant, readily available for us, is a great font for Western music and arts.

What’s present here to hand is, as you know, only a start. For anyone familiar with modern chant  nota-
tion, reading our blacks as longs and hollows as shorts (2 : 1) becomes automatic—though a good computer
program would improve the looks of the shakey notation and writing. Chant melodies are reincarnated to
their proper rhythm in an old and noble musical dialect, though surely needing corrections and expansion.

Despite these caveats, I’d make a wager: If, during the process of learning any one of this book’s chants, a
reader would, while singing, quietly sign the shakey neumes in the air with one hand, he or she will be sur-
prised to find that they are signing in Metz notation! and that they are singing the music quite wholly—
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the body of early chant for today & tomorrow
As this compiling comes to an end, forty-six years after Laon 239’s Resurrexi was heard at The Cloisters, all
the persons in the free democracy of Ukraine have been suffering  months of agonies ordered by a single
man. We ask one another where all our advances in sciences and the arts have led us. What is the good of all
we know, such as the Christian mythos with the literature and art and music it has created?

—For a very small part, you two and I need learn musical line so deeply that we who sing, with our
hearers, are forced to pause at and be disturbed by Beauty, so it is a heavy weight inside from which none of
us would ever wish to be parted. For those within Christianity, here is a large portion of your very own song,
from the oldest remarkably complete & performable body of music known to the West.

Those of us on the outskirts of Christianity place hope in the philosophia perennis and the traditio
manus: an ongoing, self-culling philosophy that reminds us how to live, and a powerful hand that, without
fear and with selfless grace, feeds us with it whole. That giant hand is twofold: Education with its schools,
and Religion with its churches—but I fear both have unwittingly betrayed us. They do not, and are not free
to teach and preach with passion. But ideas that we cannot feel in our stomachs and manifest from our
tearducts are, simply, not real to us.

Our bodies, after all, are suffused with consciousness, and only within that fusion can any idea come to
lodge in us. As a teacher and a religious, I have seen that the schools teach ideas as if these were themselves
real things; and the churches divvy up an unnameable mythos as if its varied parts could reach out and touch
us, whereas they cannot, for that is not their reality. Both need to leave the realm of only reason, of so-called
enlightenment, and enter at last into a new age of Humanism.

 If you two and I can sing in depth these chants and teach others to do so, Beauty shall have an entrée to
mold a human majority, and I believe that she would.

It would be a joy to see centers spread throughout the globe with each dedicated to a different worldview,
religious or scientific or philosophic. We have been graced with examples of such—Socrates’ ambulatory
school on the Hill of Pnyx in Athens; forerunners of German Idealism in 1790s Tübingen; Dada’s Cabaret
Voltaire in 1914 Zürich; then the Bauhaus and our Black Mountain College. All to be free from affiliations
or dependencies of any sort, each specializing in kindness, standing for a contemplative life and worldview—
having as its sole purpose strengthening individuals in purposefully idealistic life.

With your understanding and help, the music transcribed here, with many corrections & with expansion,
might serve as the rank beginnings for a gathering of Western chants composed in the 7th century and made
available to us in 10th-century neumatic manuscripts. This could serve singers who would make their song
heard regularly in accessible places to serve individuals who might freely come to them for food…

For their guidance there might be this insight by Simone Weil, from her Notebooks:

We should conceive the identity of the various traditions, not by reconciling them
through what they have in common, but by grasping the essence of what is specific
in each. For this essence is one and the same.
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JJJJJaaaaan n n n n WWWWW.....     A.VA.VA.VA.VA.Vooooollllllllllaaaaaeeeeerrrrrts,ts,ts,ts,ts, S. S. S. S. S. J J J J J.....          Rhythmic Proportions in Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Chant. First published in En-
glish in the translation of J. V. M. Nuyten.  Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1958; second edition, 1960. In a letter to Fr.
A. M. A. Vollaerts dated March 23, 1958, Dom Gregory Murray wrote “Your brother has opened the door
to the truth at last. Previous mensuralists, with the best intentions in the world, were unable to find the
key to the door, because they had not studied all the evidence, MSS & literary evidence, as carefully, as
thoroughly, and as scientifically as your brother. I believe without any doubt that his book is the finest
study of the Chant that has yet been written.” Vollaerts begins with an evaluation of the rhythmic signifi-
cance of tenth- and eleventh-century manuscripts, details his paleographic findings regarding Metz, St.
Gall, Aquitanian, Nonantolian, and Chartres musical signs, and concludes with a study of the medieval
theorists. Chant is approached as an important flowering in the history of Western song. Anthony Milner
in The Tablet, January 1959: “Vollaerts’ work is based on a thorough (and for the greater part originally
conceived) re-examination of the four most ancient and reliable groups of MSS. His argument starts from
facts admitted by the Solesmes school & proceeds by logical and inevitable steps, each of which is proved
by accurate comparison and sifting of the MS. material. The book represents the labour of thirty years;
the scholarship of a man who was not only a gifted composer, conductor and performer…but also a genius
in the difficult field of early musical paleography. His work employs the most severe principles of textual
criticism. In consequence his argument is virtually unassailable.” With editorial help from his priest-brother
and the unstinting efforts of his sister, Rhythmic Proportions was being readied at the publisher as Vollaerts
in hospital lay dying. The photograph on page 474 was one of the last taken of this man, whose life is
simply expressed in quotations he had written in Latin at the top of a page now in Schola Antiqua’s care:

And he answered: With zeal have I been zealous for the Lord God of hosts, for the
children of Israel have forsaken thy covenant. [III Kings 19:10]

The zeal of thy house hath eaten me up. [Psalm Vulgate 68:10]

My zeal hath consumed me, for they have forgotten… [Psalm Vulgate 118:139]

                                                                 

Select, Annotated
Chant Bibliography

for Reading & Study
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Since the Schola Antiqua has been concerned with transcribing and performing a large body of Mass chants, and
resources of time and funding have been scarce, it has seemed sensible to limit its paleographic investigations to Metz, St.
Gall, and Chartres notations. Here first is a list, in approximate choronological order, of the ninth-century fragments
and tenth-century manuscripts containing proportional rhythmic signs:

Laon 266 bifolio. Four-page fragment from a cantatorium or Mass-book containing Propers sung by can-
tors, used as a flyleaf in the binding of MS 266; c. 880. Contents in the article by Peter Jeffery. Metz signs
clearly indicate proportional rhythm; there are no rhythmic letters. Walahfrid Strabo’s responsorial hymn
Omnipotentem semper adorant is here newly transcribed from this bifolio (see pp. 484 & 488–489 above).
The Schola has color slides courtesy of M. Jean Lefevre, Director of the Laon Bibliothèque Municipale.

Laon 121 bifolio. Four-page fragment from a graduale or Mass-book containing Propers sung by the schola,
used as a flyleaf in the binding of MS 121. Mostly illegible; its value lies in its c. 900 date with the fact
that it contains Metz signs indicating proportional rhythm and has rhythmic letters (unlike the earlier
266). The Schola has color slides through the kindness of M. Lefevre. Contents: Ar: First Sunday in
Lent: verses 11–13 of Tract Qui habitat, Offertory Scapulis suis with three verses, and opening of Com-
munion Scapulis suis; Av:Monday of First Week in Lent: latter part of Introit Sicut oculi, Gradual Protector
noster, Offertory Levabo, and Communion Voce me. Br (only first vertical third of page, hence all parts
incomplete): Tuesday of First Week in Lent: probably Introit Domine refugium, Gradual Dirigatur, Offer-
tory In te speravi with two verses, Communion Cum invocarem, and Wednesday of First Week in Lent
Introit Reminiscere. Bv (last vertical third of page, continuation): Gradual Tribulationes, Tract De necessitatibus,
Offertory Meditabor and one verse.

St. Gall 359. Reproduction in Solesmes’ essential publication, Paléographie musicale, Series 2:II; Tournai,
1924; reprinted Berne, 1968. Complete cantatorium with St. Gall musical signs clearly indicating propor-
tional rhythm, and with rhythmic letters; c. 900.

Laon 239. Reproduced in Paléographie musicale X; Tournai, 1909; reprinted Berne, 1974. Graduale com-
plete except for a few lacunæ and the partial erasure of a number of Offertory verses; c. 930. Heightened
Metz signs clearly indicating proportional rhythm, with rhythmic letters. One of the greatest and no-
blest of manuscripts, important in the understanding of Western music history. The Schola has color
slides courtesy of M. Lefevre.

Chartres 47. Reproduced in Paléographie musicale XI; Tournai, 1912; reprinted Berne, 1972. Complete
graduale, last quarter of tenth century. Chartres signs clearly indicating proportional rhythm, without
rhythmic letters. The manuscript itelf was destroyed towards the end of World War II.

St. Gall 339. Reproduced in Paléographie musicale I; Solesmes, 1889; reprinted Berne, 1974. Complete
graduale, last quarter of tenth century. St. Gall signs clearly indicating proportional rhythm, without
rhythmic letters. A particularly straightforward manuscript. From Laon 266, Chartres 47, and St. Gall
339, it is manifest that rhythm in the earliest chant manuscripts depends not upon the rhythmic letters
but is inherent in the shapes of the musical signs themselves.

Einsiedeln 121. Reproduced in Paleographe musicale IV; Solesmes, 1884; reprinted Berne, 1974. Color
reproduction, with sequentiary, Weinheim: VCH, 1991. Complete graduale, end of the tenth century. St.
Gall signs clearly indicating proportional rhythm, with rhythmic letters.
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Hartker Antiphonale, St. Gall 390–391. Reproduced in Paleographie musicale, Series 2: I; Berne, 1970. An
antiphonale containing Office Proper chants; c. 1000. St. Gall signs indicating rhythm, with rhythmic
letters. The only source of rhythmic signs for the Office music, and indispensible. As episemata were
added later to some of the musical signs, great care and an experiential understanding of proportional
rhythm are required for transcribing.

There follows a list of some later manuscripts giving pitches but having no rhythmic indications, with which the above
neumatic sources may be conflated to produce performable proportional-rhythm transcriptions:

H 159 Montpellier: Tonary of St Benigne of Dijon. Transcription by Finn Hansen; Copenhagen: Dan Fog,
1974. (Manuscript reproduced in Paléographie musicale VII, Tournai, 1901, reprinted Berne, 1972.) Mass
Proper chants arranged according to their modes; eleventh century. In the so-called “French” musical
dialect of the chant, in which a minor or major second typically is heard at climaxes and cadences. (See
note on page 488, below).

Graz 807. Reproduced in Paléographie musicale XIX; Berne, 1974. Complete graduale, first half of the
twelfth century, later Metz notation. In the so-called “German” musical dialect, in which a minor third
typically is heard at climaxes and cadences; this yields a hovering around do and fa, which would be an
indication that it’s probably more ancient than the French dialect.

Lucca 601. Reproduced in Paléographie musicale IX; Berne, 1974. Antiphonale containing Office Proper
chants; twelfth century.

Laon 263. Troparium, sequentiarum, etc. with index; late 12th century. (The diastematic Gloria in excelsis at
30rv matches the neumatic Gloria in Chartres 47 at 69rv; see pages 220–221, above.) Unpublished copy of
188 folios, from a microfilm courtesy M. Lefevre of Laon Bibliothèque Municipale; in Schola library.

Verdun Bibliothèque Municipale 759 Missale; Verona: La Linea Editrice, 1994. Altar Missal that includes
musical notation of Proper chants for the schola; thirteenth century. The Offertory verses are absent.

Worcester F. 160. Reproduced in Paléographie musicale XIII; Solesmes, 1922; reprinted Berne, 1971.
Antiphonale containing Office Proper chants; thirteenth century.

Thomaskirche Graduale. Reproduction in two volumes, Leipzig 1930 & 1932; reprinted Hildesheim, 1967.
The fourteenth-century graduale that Bach knew. German musical dialect; most Offertory verses are
absent.

Moosburger Graduale, dated 1360, useful for minor variants. German dialect, no Offertory verses. The
Schola library has a photocopy courtesy Mary Ann Ballard.

A.A.A.A.A. G G G G Grrrrreeeeegggggooooorrrrry My My My My Muuuuurrrrrrrrrraaaaayyyyy,,,,, O O O O O..... S. S. S. S. S. B B B B B.  “Gregorian Rhythm in the Gregorian Centuries: the Literary Evidence,” in
The Downside Review, Summer 1957, pages 234–258.  Excerpts follow:

[Scholia enchiriadis, 10th century] Pupil: What is rhythmical singing? Master: It is to observe where
to use the more prolonged durations and where the shorter ones. As we observe which syllables
are short and which long, so too which sounds are to be prolonged and which shortened, in
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order that the long concur proportionally with those that are not long, and the melody may
be scanned, as though in metrical feet.

[Hucbald of St. Amand, died c.930, Commemoratio brevis] In equity manifestly has God the
creator appointed all beauty to consist, nor less that which the ear than that which the eye
perceives; for he has ordered all things in measure, weight and number. Therefore let no
inequality of chanting mar the sacred melodies, not for moments let any neum or note be
unduly prolonged or shortened; nor may we through lack of care sing in the course of any
given melody, such as a responsory etc., more slowly than at the beginning. Similarly let not
the short notes be hurried more than they should be. In fact all the longs must be equally
long, all the shorts of equal brevity; the only exceptions are the distinctions [phrase-end-
ings], which in the chant must likewise be observed with care. Everything of long duration
must rhythmically concur with what is not long by legitimate and reciprocal durations, and
let every single melody run its full length from end to end at the same level of speed…And
in accordance with the length durations let there be formed short beats, so that they be
neither more nor less, but one always twice as long as the other.

[Berno of Reichenau, died c. 1048] …Hence, as in metrical verse the strophe is constructed
with definite measurements of feet, so the chant is composed of a fitting and harmonious
combination of long and short sounds… Therefore let the melody of our music be
characterixed by the proportional quantity of the sounds.

[Aribo, latter part of 11th century] In olden times great care was observed not only by the
composers of the chant but also by the singers themselves to compose and sing proportion-
ally. But this idea has already been dead for a long time, even buried.

(MMMMMuuuuurrrrrrrrrraaaaayyyyy)“The Authentic Rhythm of Gregorian Chant,” in The Downside Review, January 1959.

(MMMMMuuuuurrrrrrrrrraaaaayyyyy) Gregorian Chant According to the Manuscripts. London: L. J. Cary, 1963. Dom Gregory, who
helped ready the 1960 edition of Vollaerts’ seminal book, was graced with a remarkably clear peda-
gogical mind. In this his major work, he sets forth the principles of proportional rhythm and then
discusses notational details regarding twenty-six different chants—each one presented  within an
indispensible Supplement in one to four versions from the neumatic manuscripts, with his modern
transcription. (Whence  the idea for rough worksheets like those shown on pages 40–53, above.)
Yet not only is the book out-of-print, its publisher is no longer in business. With every intention of
urging readers to hunt out their own copies (www.abebooks.com has proven a good source for out-
of-print books), examples from Murray’s Supplement are given on pages 490–496 following. →

JJJJJ..... S S S S Smmmmmiiiiits vts vts vts vts vaaaaan n n n n WWWWWaaaaaeeeeesbsbsbsbsbuuuuurrrrrggggghhhhheeeee,,,,, S. S. S. S. S. J J J J J.....      Critique of Vollaerts’ book, in Caecelia, August 1960, pages 128–137.

(MMMMMuuuuurrrrrrrrrraaaaayyyyy)  “A Reply to Fr Smits van Waesburghe, S. J.” For Private Circulation, 1961; reprinted in
Caecilia, Spring 1961. After quoting Fr Smits as saying that the authentic interpretation “is impos-
sible for us, now, to discover,”  Dom Gregory writes: “To accept without protest an interpretation
with no historical basis at all, and then to reject one with solid foundations in the manuscripts and
the medieval authors, suggests an inability to view the matter with that impartiality and objectivity
which should characterize the attitude of a genuine scholar and a sincere seeker after truth.”
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On these reproduced pages 10–11 of his Supplement, Dom Gregory Murray gives on the top line a modern rhythmic reading of the early
10th-century Metz notation contained in MS Laon 239; he has traced its neumes just underneath the staff.
     The transcription in our present book is on page 24, above. Differences in melodic pitches between Dom Gregory’s and ours mostly
have to do with the so-called “musical dialect:” he uses the “French” (as in the Vatican Edition and Solesmes) and we use the “German”
(as in, for example, the 12th-century Metz notation from Graz 807). Cf. the penultimate paragraph of the Introduction on page 3
above. A difference between the two dialects is clearly evinced on the 5th note: the French uses a ti-flat, whereas the Metz goes up to the
do (which I think indicates an earlier practice—and the sound of which is fetching). Concerning rhythmic lengths… The first neume
shows two shorts ascending (Laon 239 has a small c for celeriter, to remind us the notes are quick); the second neume, also two shorts
ascending, has a small s by it to show that the second note is higher (superior), forming a longer interval than the previous one. A
difference of interpretation enters regarding the second note of the second neume: Murray sees the t (tene = hold) as indicating the note
is a long, wereas I see it as a nuance that slightly lengthens the short indicated by the neume’s shape. Minor disagreements concerning
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interpretation at this stage are to be expected, and there may in fact be no “right” or “wrong.” —If longs remain longs and shorts stay
shorts, the principle of proportional rhythm holds. I have the most profound respect for Dom Gregory and his scholarship. I met him
twice, enjoying Downside Abbey’s hospitality the second time overnight before having the honor of serving him at Mass for local parish-
ioners the next morning.
     It might now be noted… I had the impression that Dom Gregory had been discouraged from further passionate advocating of
proportional-rhythm chant, and that his recent interest in whether Mark or Matthew wrote the first Gospel was perhaps a substitute. A
possible reason: fellow Benedictine Eugène Cardine had come much to the fore with a “semiological” interpretation of the rhythm (which
only continued the idea that neumes indicate nuances, not measure), and further inter-monastic divisions were no longer advisable. The
Catholic Church has sometimes played favorites. I was to find out from Mevrouw Vollaerts, whose late brother Jan had taught sacred
music in Utrecht, that the city’s bishop had informed his school that if he continued to teach his rhythmic theories, no student graduating
from that school would be hired by any parish in the diocese. The proportionalists were a longsuffering and brave bunch.
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These are pages 18–19 of Dom Gregory’s Supplement; our transcription is on page 231, above. It is interesting to
compare notes 6 through 11 in each. (I’m not following his parenthetical numbers, which refer to neumes, but simply
counting notes). His 6th & 7th are longs—whereas ours are shorts, following the shape of the Metz neume: he under-
stands the a (auge = lengthen) as referring to the whole neume, while I see it as a slur connecting the 7th note to the
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8th, which is a long that is liquesced). He sees the 10th and 11th notes as longs; I read them as short-long, the second
being an oriscus, an unknown ornamental animal that we bravely interpret as a long note beginning slightly low in
pitch that bends through pitch and upward. Once again, these are matters of interpretation, which in time may clarify.
—But the proportional rhythm is kept intact. Then, after the real lack of certainty from the oriscus, the 12th note
enters with a resolution that more than enables the lengthy melisma that follws.
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(Here are pages 2–4 of Dom Gregory’s Supplement; our transcription is on page 189, above.) Many b-flats are to be
found in Dom Gregory’s transcription. Diastematic manuscripts— those from the 11th century on that specify chant
melodic pitches—differ in whether or not they flat the ti (or b). Many years ago a friend recommended I speak with
Ben Peck, a very gifted New York sackbut player who must frequently have encountered undertainty over b-flats. Ben
said the only reason he could come up with for the flat is that it would make it easier for singers t. I immediately
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thought of the Vitaliani, the name given to Pope Vitalian’s schola: I pictured them as crack musicians who would
never have needed such easement! So I thought we’d try dropping the ti-flats, and it proved revelatory…
     With the flat, the ti became tamed, just a part of the flow; without the flat, it retained an irresolution, a longing for
the do (which  could persist for awhile), thus lengthening the sense of line and adding to the music’s role.
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     A. Gregory Murray, O. S. B.
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SSSSSttttteeeeeppppphhhhheeeeen Jn Jn Jn Jn J..... P P P P P..... v v v v vaaaaan Dn Dn Dn Dn Dijk,ijk,ijk,ijk,ijk, O O O O O.F.F.F.F.F.M..M..M..M..M.  “Papal Schola versus Charlemagne,” in Organicae Voces, Festschrift Joseph
Smits van Waesberghe. Amsterdam 1963.
“The Old-Roman Rite,” in Studia patristica, 5, Texte und Untersuchungen, 80, 1962.
“The Urban and Papal Rites in seventh- and eighth-century Rome,” in Sacris erudiri, 12, 1961.

The liturgist van Dijk held that a reformation of liturgy and chant was begun under the Byzantine Pope Vitalian
(657–72) and brought to conclusion under Pope Gregory II (715–31), and that it was this ritual and music—from the
Papal court—that was spread through Gaul, first by Pepin (751–69) and then by his son Charlemagne (768–814). An
earlier statement of his views is to be found in The Origins of the Modern Roman Liturgy: The Liturgy of the
Papal Court and the Franciscan Order in the Thirteenth Century, co-authored with J. Hazelden Walker
(Westminster, Maryland: The Newman Press, 1959).

DDDDDooooom Em Em Em Em Euuuuugggggeeeeennnnne Ce Ce Ce Ce Caaaaarrrrrdddddiiiiinnnnneeeee.  “Is Gregorian Chant measured music?” Translated with a foreword by Dom Aldhelm
Dean. Solesmes, 1964.

(CCCCCaaaaarrrrrdddddiiiiinnnnneeeee) ) ) ) ) Semiologia Gregoriana. Rome: Pontificio Instituto de Musica Sacra, 1968. Translated by Robert
M. Fowells, 1987. Contains Dom Eugène’s own theories on the interpretation of the musical signs.

(CCCCCaaaaarrrrrdddddiiiiinnnnneeeee) ) ) ) ) Graduel Neumé.Solesmes: Abbaye Saint-Pierre, 1972. Reprint of author’s 1908 gradual with neumes
from 10th-century manuscripts written in black above the 4-line staves. In 1979 Solesmes published Graduale
Triplex, with Laon 239 neumes in black above staves, St. Gall 359 & Einsiedeln 121 neumes in red below.

JJJJJooooohhhhhn Rn Rn Rn Rn Raaaaayyyyybbbbbuuuuurrrrrnnnnn. Gregorian Chant: A History of the Controversy Concerning its Rhythm. New York, 1964; reprinted
Westport, Connecticut, 1975. Originally a doctoral thesis, the first regular publication was by the au-
thor. An essential, most helpful book that details the controversy through 1960.

PPPPPeeeeettttteeeeer Jr Jr Jr Jr Jeeeeeffffffffffrrrrreeeeeyyyyy. “An Early Cantatorium Fragment Related to MS Laon 239.” Collegeville: Hill Monastic
Manuscript Library, n.d.

Anyone who has transcribed a fair amount of chant from tenth-century manuscripts, especially for purposes of actual
performance, is aware that there are many annoying and stubborn problems—for example, the possible rhythmic differ-
ence (if any) between the cadential oriscus         and cadential pressus       of Metz notation in Laon 239. Yet these
remain details that need not and should not keep us from deep understanding and practice. It is useless to fault a paleog-
rapher for not having all the answers, as van Waesburghe does in his critique (see page 489). Rather, what is demanded
of a theory of chant rhythm is that it be thoroughly consistent with the musical signs in their systemic variety, with the
witness of contemporary theorists and the facts of contemporary history, with the requirements of common sense, and with
its own principles. Given these criteria, Vollaerts’ proportional theory is at base the very best we have or are likely to have.
That it is of sufficient strength and breadth to support practice is demonstrated by the many examples in Murray’s book,
by the three hundred chants the Schola Antiqua has transcribed and performed in the United States, England, France,
and Germany, and by the repertory of early medieval music that is opened to musicologists and musicians who may use
Vollaerts’ theory as their point of departure. Van Waesburghe’s conclusion, “we cannot penetrate to the authentic practice
of Gregorian Chant; perhaps this penetration is permanently beyond our reach,” is simply, and most disturbingly, false.

Cardine’s critique of Rhythmic Proportions cites what he considers to be Vollaerts’ three most salient arguments.
Cardine responds to the first by positing in Vollaerts’ name a relationship of musical signs with which the book just does
not deal, claiming an inconsistency which is in fact of the critic’s own creation. In his replies to all three arguments, and in
his critique of Murray’s book, Cardine applies an unwarranted rigidity in the interpretation of parallel melodic phrases or
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formulæ, drawing therefrom conclusions themselves unwarranted. Cardine ends his essay erroneously: he states that equalist
is a free rhythm while strongly implying that proportional rhythm is not free. In fact, proportional rhythm, and what I
would call “syllabic rhythm,” are the only pre-1000 rhythms that are free essentially and by their very nature. Proportional
rhythm’s flowing, irregularly occurring measure of longs and shorts alone is able sensitively and perfectly to shape the
pitches of complex melodies to the accentuation of prose.

In chant practice according to semiological principles, it is equal-length, non-divisible notes that are nuanced, and in this
Dom Eugène continues the sort of æsthetic enunciated by Dom André Mocquereau well over a hundred years ago. Their
chant does not naturally respect textual accents, and something approaching that is had only through subtleties of singing
that barely can be described or communicated and are hardly reproducable, a situation unsuitable for liturgical song.

Neither van Waesburghe nor Cardine focused on the whole-picture deeply enough to speak of the things that are truly
important: (a) the clear indications of rhythm in the very shapes of the written musical signs, (b) the proportional intent
of the medieval musical theorists, and (c) the capacity for setting free prose texts to music with clarity and with ease.

The description by Peter Jeffery of the bifolio in Laon 266 is very helpful. He correctly notes that the rhythmic letters of
Laon 239 are completely absent from the 266 bifolio, but errs when he concludes that this “puts to rest any lingering
notion” that the rhythmic manuscripts are older than the non-rhythmic. It does nothing of the sort, for the musical signs of
the earlier 266 are clearly rhythmical in their very shapes, independent of letters.

AAAAAnnnnnttttthhhhhooooonnnnny My My My My Miiiiilllllnnnnneeeeerrrrr.      “Liturgy, church music and politics in the Carolingian Empire,” in Studies in Music. Uni-
versity of Western Ontario, 1980.

SSSSSuzuzuzuzuzaaaaannnnnnnnnne Me Me Me Me Maaaaarrrrrtttttiiiiinnnnneeeeettttt. “La Cathedrale Carolingienne de l’Évêque de Laon Gerfrid,” Federation des Sociétés
d’Histoire et d’Archéologie de l’Aisne—Memoires, Vol. XII (1967), p. 76.

From a talk by Suzanne Martinet, historian of the City of Laon, entitled “Discoveries About Music at Laon in the Ninth
and Tenth Centuries”:

Charlemagne wrote, “Moved by the example of our father, Pepin, who introduced to all the churches of Gaul the
beautiful tradition of the Roman chant, we are involved with equal solicitude in procuring a collection of such
important teachings.”

This chant, a solemn rendering of the Psalms and liturgical texts, blossomed at Metz, thanks to Bishop Chrodegang
(742–766). This holy bishop…had formed a singing school under Charlemagne which gave the name “Metz
notation” to the writing-down of the Roman chant… [T]he musical manuscripts of Laon, especially the [Graduale]
239, show that the Church of Laon conformed to the Roman chant advocated by Charlemagne as notated in the
manner of Metz. We owe the strict application of these reforms to the personality of Bishop Gerfrid [d. 800].
[translated by Franz Jolowicz]

Apropos, from Judith Herrin’s The Formation of Christendom (Princeton University Press, 1987):

Under Vitalian, the musical side of ecclesiastical services was transformed by the establishment of particular chanters
later known as Vitaliani. The schola cantorum probably originated in these specially trained singers, recruited from
the three junior clerical ranks of acolyte, reader, and exorcist. Later in the seventh century when Leo II, Benedict II,
and Sergius performed in this ordo as young clerics, it was an institution under a primus (chief chanter) devoted to
the magisterial splendour of masses both in the papal household and at station services. These were inspired by
imperial ritual involving the use of organ and Byzantine antiphony (diaphonia basilika), which symbolised papal
supremacy and authority. [p. 266]
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Metz had become a stronghold of liturgical music. Van Dijk mentions the story of the Englishman Sigulf: a “friend
and companion of Alcuin, whom he succeeded at Ferrières, and sacristan at York, he was sent to Rome (c. 775) by his
uncle Autpert to study liturgical customs. But for the actual style of singing he had to go to Metz.” [The Urban and
Papal Rites). [ p. 474]

Apropos, from Pierre Riché’s Education and Culture in the Barbarian West: From the Sixth Through the Eighth
Century (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 1976), chapter “Italian Schools in the Eighth Century”:

Except for the renewal of Greek culture, especially at the Lateran, there were no innovations in Roman clerical
education. The institutions already functioning in the seventh century continued to provide education, just as the
schola cantorum remained the nursery of clergymen and popes. Perhaps the schola increasingly approximated the
Byzantine orphanotrophium. Perhaps also, as in the Byzantine institution, the study of sacred poetry occupied as
important a place as chant. More precise knowledge of eighth-century educational institutions in Byzantium would
perhaps help us understand what was happening in Rome. The reputation of the Roman schola went beyond the
walls of the City: in the middle of the eighth century (755-67), Bishop Stephen of Naples sent three of his clerics there,
and a future abbot of Farfa was raised there. Foreigners also sought masters from the schola. In 760 Simeon, the
secundus of the schola, left with the bishop of Rouen (Pepin the Short’s brother) to introduce the monks of Neustria
“to the modulations of Roman psalmody.” By 754, the Church of Metz had adopted Roman usages, and shortly
afterwards Pepin sought to diffuse them throughout his kingdom. ¶Early in the eighth century the schola was comple-
mented by another center for religious and administrative training, the cubiculum, which was located in the Lateran
after Pope Zachary’s reorganization of the palace. It was open to the best students of the schola and to sons of noble
Romans. The future Gregory II, as well as Leo and the two brothers Stephen and Paul—all three, future popes—
came out of the cubiculum. Zachary I called the monk Stephen, the future Stephen III, there. [pp. 418–19]

Alcuin, friend to Charlemagne, directed the schola cantorum at the monastery of St. Martin in Tours. Though the chant
and liturgy that were brought from the Papal Court in Rome into the Holy Roman Empire doubtless interacted with and
were influenced by the chants and rituals they replaced, it remains that they were imposed with conserving strength by
Pepin, Charlemagne, and others devoted to unifying the empire and the church. And so I’m led to believe that the chants
of the ninth- and tenth-century manuscripts are truly representative of the tradition begun by Vitalian and his schola
(Vitaliani) in the third quarter of the seventh century.

TTTTThhhhhe He He He He Hyyyyymmmmmnnnnnaaaaal 1982l 1982l 1982l 1982l 1982. Also, ibid., Service Music. New York: Church Hymnal Corporation. 1985. Rhythmic
versions of ancient chant hymns and transcriptions of liturgical chants listed under the Schola Antiqua:
numbers S 85, S 274, 32, 123, 155, 161, 261, 283, 361, 622, and S 352.

RRRRR..... J J J J Jooooohhhhhn Bn Bn Bn Bn Blllllaaaaaccccckkkkkllllleeeeeyyyyy. “Rhythmic Interpretation of Chant” in The Hymnal 1982 Companion, Raymond F. Glover,
general editor. Vol. I, pp. 238–52. New York: Church Hymnal Corporation, 1990. And the commentar-
ies in Vol. II.

“On Realizing Gregorian Chant,” in the Japanese Worship and Music, No. 89, spring 1996 (pp. 28–35).
An English translation of this article may be found on www.ScholaAntiqua.net.

Album notes in Schola Antiqua recordings: Plainchant & Polyphony from Medieval Germany, None-
such H-71312; A Guide to Gregorian Chant, produced by Denis Stevens, Vanguard VSD-71217; Tenth-
Century Liturgical Chant, Nonesuch H-71348; Music for Holy Week, Volumes I and II. L’Oiseau-Lyre
417 324- OH and L’Oiseau-Lyre 421 589-2 OH2. The chants in the first Nonesuch LP are from
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the Thomaskirche Graduale,. The second Nonesuch disk and the L’Oiseau-Lyre albums contain chants
newly transcribed in proportional rhythm from Laon 239.

CCCCCaaaaalllllvvvvviiiiin M.n M.n M.n M.n M. B B B B Booooowwwwweeeeerrrrr. “The Grammatical Model of Musical Understanding in the Middle Ages,” in Hermeneu-
tics and Medieval Culture, edited by Gallacher and Damico. Albany 1989; pp. 133–45. Insensitive to the
different levels of medieval theorists’ concern with musical lengths, the author renders misleading what
could have been a valid and useful insight.

AAAAAllllleeeeexaxaxaxaxannnnndddddeeeeer Br Br Br Br Blllllaaaaaccccchhhhhlllllyyyyy. “Some Observations on the Germanic Tradition of Plainchant,” in Current Musicology,
vols. 45–47, 1991, pp. 85–177. Towards the end of his article, Alex Blachly writes “it is a falsification of
history to deny the role of the Germanic tradition altogether, uncritically accepting Romanic sources as
the sole keys to reconstructing the pitches in the oldest-notated chant sources. Now, as interest in
Carolingian and even pre-Carolingian chant seems on the rise, it is especially important to bring all the
relevant evidence to bear in our attempts to reconstruct the ancient melodies. Otherwise these recon-
structions will almost certainly be 20th-century fictions that never existed in the past.” On pages 110–
111, Blachly refers to writings by the ninth-century theorists Aurelian of Réôme and John the Deacon to
“infer that already at that time it [the Germanic tradition] was no longer considered a new phenom-
enon,” and thus “appears to have been a liturgical practice in eastern Europe for as many as seven centu-
ries or more before the great decline of chant in the last years of the Renaissance.” The message of this
article stands as an essential lead for all of us who would sing or conduct the earliest melodies of chant.

DDDDDaaaaavvvvviiiiid Hd Hd Hd Hd Hiiiiillllleeeeeyyyyy. Western Plainchant. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993. In this 700-page book Vollaerts is ig-
nored as a paleographer, while citations he gives from medieval theoreticians supporting proportionality
are dismissed as referring only to the final notes of chants and phrases, based upon a simplistic view
found in Bower. A transcription by Murray is quoted without comment and his study of the theoreti-
cians is ignored. Proportional rhythm is not mentioned. Never does the author deal with the propor-
tional relations discernable among the shapes of the signs themselves, but instead merely presumes that
the differences are only gradations or nuances of length. The role and unique importance of the Laon
tractulus are simply ignored. And the wondrous agreement among Laon 239, St. Gall 339 and 359,
Einsiedeln 121, and Chartres 47—reproductions of which are available to us, and which represent chant
at its highest stage of development and in its use at the very centers of Western civilization—seem of far
less account to Hiley than the tiny disagreements among them, or the differences between them and
other chant traditions that are closed to our scrutiny and are of lesser perfection. Not he nor any
semiologist nor anyone associated with Solesmes will face what is obvious among the shapes of the ninth-
& tenth-century written musical signs: the ordinary sung note is a long that is divisible!

JJJJJaaaaan vn vn vn vn vaaaaan Bn Bn Bn Bn Biiiiieeeeezzzzzeeeeennnnn. Rhythm, Meter and Tempo in Gregorian Chant. Glendale, Colorado: The Lancelot Andrewes
Press, 2016.This consists of three articles translated from the Dutch by Kevin Rooney: “The Rhythm of
the Office Antiphons in relation to that of the Byzantine stichera” (pages 1–18), “The Rhythm of Gregorian
Chant” (19–43), and “The Rhythm of the Latin Hymns” (45–56). In the second article, after acknowl-
edging the work of Cardine, van Biezen states  “some degree of ‘mensuralism’ is absolutely legitimate.”
(19) On 25, he writes “The semiologists’ rejection of every form of mensuralism must rest on a preju-
dice.” Further, “It is abundantly clear that the medieval theorists, contemporaries of the authors of the
oldest manuscripts, assumed the proportionality of the notes. One example among many: The
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Commemoratio brevis from the end  of the 9th century,” which he goes on to quote. (It would be helpful if
Biezen included his transcriptions of a few whole examples of chant, so we might know how they sing.)

RRRRReeeeebbbbbeeeeecccccccccca Ma Ma Ma Ma Maaaaallllloooooyyyyy..... Inside the Offertory: Aspects of Chronology and Transmission. Oxford University Press, 2010.
Maloy deals with the origins and chronology of 102 Offertories, and is the indispensible latest word on
these aspects. Individual pitched notes, nakedly depicted on G-clef staves, are given for every chant, but
not one single piece is readily singable. I cannot help but miss the days of Gustav Reese and Willi Apel
who wrote for love of the sound of music, or Denis Stevens for whom research was handmaid to conduct-
ing. Luther Ditmer, whose Worcester Fragments I revered, agreed to the way I’d rhythmicized Sponsa rectoris,
except for the hold on  the penultimate chord: “They would never have heard (i.e., savored) a dissonance
that way!” and of course he was right. Yet he told a story on himself. He had showed his wife the transcription
of a piece he’d made, and was met with “But what does it sound like?” To which he answered, “Oh, but my
dear, we’re not concerned with that.”  (One longs for a new humanism…)

PPPPPeeeeettttteeeeer r r r r WWWWWaaaaagggggnnnnneeeeerrrrr..... Introduction to the Gregorian Melodies. Part I: Origin and development of the forms of the
Liturgical Chant up to the end of the Middle Ages. Second edition. Translated by Agnes Orme & E.G.P.
Wyatt. London: Plainsong and Medieval Music Society, 1901. Schola’s photocopy courtesy John Rayburn.

WWWWWiiiiilllllllllli i i i i AAAAApppppeeeeel.l.l.l.l. Gregorian Chant. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1958.

WWWWWaaaaalllllaaaaahhhhhfffffrrrrriiiiid Sd Sd Sd Sd Stttttrrrrraaaaabbbbbooooo. Hortulus.Manuscript reproduction, with a translation by Raef Payne and commentary
by Wilfrid Blunt. Pittsburgh: The Hunt Botanical Library, 1966. (See pages 284, 288–289, above.)

NNNNNoooootktktktktkeeeeerrrrr.     Two Lives of Chdarlemagne: Einhard and Notker the Stammerer. Ttrans. Lewis Thorpe. London: Pen-
guin, 1969. The citation and story on page 480, above, are from §10 in the Notker.

TTTTThhhhhe Ne Ne Ne Ne Nooooottttteeeeebbbbbooooooooooks oks oks oks oks offfff  S S S S Siiiiimmmmmooooonnnnne e e e e WWWWWeeeeeiiiiil.l.l.l.l.      New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1956. The citation on page 485, above,
is from Vol. II, page 502.

RRRRRuuuuudddddooooolllllfffff K K K K Koooooccccch:h:h:h:h:     Das Zeichenbuch. The masterful line-drawings throughout Laon 239 are all by Rudolf Koch,
in woodcuts by Fritz Kredel. I chose drawings as the spirit moved, save for those picked for the season of
Pentecost, which Koch’s runic alphabet fitted very nicely. Leipzig: Insel-Verlag, 1936.

JJJJJoooooseseseseseppppph dh dh dh dh di Fi Fi Fi Fi Faziaziaziaziaziooooo, this good friend and near-recluse, who retouched photographic negatives in 1970s New York
City, designed and drew entirely freehand Schola Antiqua’s logo.

MMMMMaaaaarrrrry y y y y AAAAAnnnnnn Mn Mn Mn Mn MaaaaacKcKcKcKcKiiiiinnnnnnnnnnooooonnnnn,who taught for many years at Universidad del Sagrado Corizón in Santurce, Puerto
Rico, died in 2018. Our dear friend, who had evolved from passionate abstract expressionism to a deep calm
in collaged birds & Island-green foliage.

And they who formed this book from a distance, in pectu—David Jackson McWilliams, Brother Erminus
Joseph, and Robert F. Blackley.
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The book Laon 239: Chant Transcriptions
in Proportional Rhythm, English & Latin

is here published for free downloading
at www.ScholaAntiqua.net.

Drawings are by Rudolph Koch
from Das Zeichenbuch, 1936.

transcriptions/design

editing

book production

website production
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Schola Antiqua is an idea that holds for a renewing view of the chant called “Gregorian.”

It sees the earliest chant as a. traceable to the 7th century; b. free, yet neither equalist

nor metrical; c. mensural, with long- and short-duration 2:1 notes, longs being ordinary;

d. an expressive, foundational part of Western music history. It was incorporated as

Schola Antiqua Inc. on June 24, 1976 in the State of New York…

To transcribe Gregorian chant from proportional- and equalist-rhythm manu-

scripts; to express its interpretations of these chants, of other chants, and of early

polyphony in concerts, recordings, and music-publications; to argue its positions in

published writings and in annual conferences; to be, in fine, a source of and focal-

point for a new school or approach to Gregorian chant and to early liturgical

music in general.

Initial directors were R. John Blackley, Barbara Grant (Lachman), & Alexander Blachly.
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